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Abstract
Induced subgraph detection is a widely studied set of problems in theoret-
ical computer science, with applications in e.g. social networks, molecular
biology and other domains that use graph representations. Our focus lies
on practical comparison of some well-known deterministic algorithms to
recent Monte Carlo algorithms for detecting subgraphs on three and four
vertices. For algorithms that involve operations with adjacency matrices,
we study the gain of applying word parallelism, i.e. exploiting the parallel
nature of common processor operations such as bitwise conjunction and
disjunction. We present results of empirical running times for our imple-
mentations of the algorithms. Our results reveal insights as to when the
Monte Carlo algorithms trump their deterministic counterparts and also
include statistically significant improvements of several algorithms when
applying word parallelism.
Keywords: induced subgraph detection, word parallelism, randomization,
Monte Carlo algorithms, practical approach, benchmarking, master’s thesis
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Consider graph G in Figure 1.1a below. Is there a triangle in the graph? Of course
there is – in Figure 1.1b one of its triangles is highlighted. Now consider the graphs
called diamond, claw and paw shown below. Does G contain any of them? How about
the rest of possible subgraphs on up to four vertices shown in Figure 1.1f?
(a) G (b) G with one highlighted triangle
(c) Diamond (d) Claw (e) Paw
(f) Gallery of all possible graphs on up to 4 vertices
Figure 1.1: A simple subgraph detection example
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Detecting induced subgraphs is a widely studied set of problems. Real-world
uses include applications in fields such as biology, medicine, anthropology and be-
havioural sciences. However, most papers on the subject seem to focus merely on the
asymptotic time complexities with little or no concern about practical limitations
and implementability. Many of the problems can be reduced to matrix multiplication
with the running time of O(nα). The latest α < 2.373 . . . [Gal14] is used, and the
algorithms are based on an algorithm presented by Coppersmith and Winograd
in 1987 [CW87]. Coppersmith and Winograd-like algorithms contain large hidden
constant factors in the big-O notation making them impractical to use in applica-
tions [Ili89]. In this report we instead focus on which algorithms are possible to
implement and run for real-world sized problem. We make use of word parallelism
and randomization to improve running time. We implement a variety of algorithms
for detecting subgraphs of sizes three and four, for which we perform benchmarking
and analytical comparisons between the algorithms. Our main results include em-
pirical data as well as theoretical analysis. In some cases a randomized algorithm
can detect a certain subgraph quicker than its best deterministic competitor, and
with high success rate. Word parallelism provides an extra boost to running time
over the board.
1.1 Problem statement
In this report we try to answer the following questions:
• Which algorithms for small subgraph detection can be implemented efficiently
with small overhead – i.e. which algorithms are actually practical to use in
real-world applications?
• To which algorithms can word parallelism and randomization be applied?
• What is the gain of these approaches, if any?
• Can we provide a general framework for small subgraph detection in terms of
choice of algorithm, word parallelism and randomization?
1.2 Main results
In the table below we present our main results in a highly condensed manner. We
refer to the preliminaries in section (1.5) for definitions and explanation of notation.
The leftmost column contains the subgraph in question. The next two columns con-
tain the winner among the studied algorithms for sparse graphs and dense graphs
respectively. The rightmost column contains short notes about the results.
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Subgraph Sparse graphs Dense graphs Notes
Triangle O(mn/w) deter-
ministic [IR78]
O(mn/w) deter-
ministic [IR78]
Worst case is balanced com-
plete bipartite graph, where
Monte Carlo algorithm has
a chance for large n
Diamond O(m3/2 + n3/w)
deterministic
[KKM00], for
δ(G)< 0.05
O(mn/w)
Monte Carlo
[WWWY15]
As n grows, the Monte Carlo
algorithm gets faster for
smaller δ(G)
Claw O(m2) determin-
istic [KKM00]
O(mn/w)
Monte Carlo
[WWWY15]
Monte Carlo becomes faster
around δ(G) ≈ 0.3 depend-
ing on n
Paw For n < 2000,
O(mn/w)
Monte Carlo
[WWWY15],
else O(mn/w)
deterministic
[Ola88]
O(mn/w) deter-
ministic [Ola88]
For n = 1000 and δ(G) ≈ 0
deterministic is faster, but
Monte Carlo soon surpasses
it and remains faster until
δ(G)≈ 0.7, where determin-
istic becomes faster again.
Table 1.1: A table over main results for different induced
subgraphs, where n denotes the number of vertices in the
graph and m denotes the number of edges in the graph. w
denotes the computer word size and δ(G) denotes the density
of the graph as defined in definition 2.
The approximate values of the empirical improvement factor of packing matrices
Fp =T(regular)/T(packed),
for the algorithms that use matrix multiplication is presented in the table below.
Subgraph Fp Graph instance
Triangle 11 n= 1000,m= 2n
14 n= 2000,m= 2n
Diamond 1.25 n= 1000,δ(G)→ 0
10 n= 1000,δ(G)→ 1
Claw 20 n= 500,0≤ δ(G)≤ 1
50 n= 1000,0≤ δ(G)≤ 1
Paw 15 n= 500,0≤ δ(G)≤ 1
40 n= 1000,0≤ δ(G)≤ 1
Table 1.2: Improvement factor of packing matrices for the
algorithms that use matrix multiplication, w= 32
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1.3 Previous work
Matrix multiplication plays a central role in many algorithms for induced subgraph
detection. We therefore begin this section by presenting a small summary of the the
development of the asymptotical time complexity for fast matrix multiplication.
For a long time it was assumed that the fastest algorithm for matrix mul-
tiplication was O(n3). In 1969 Strassen [Str69] presented the groundbraking
O(nlog2(7)) ≈ O(n2.807) algorithm. Several improvements followed in the coming
decades [Pan81] and culminated in the algorithm by Coppersmith and Winograd
1990 [CW87] which ran in time O(nα) with α< 2.376. The record was not broken
until 2010 when Stothers improved the bound to α < 2.374 [Sto10]. The latest
improvement, α< 2.373, was presented by LeGall in 2014 [Gal14].
Induced subgraph detection has been extensively studied. For triangles, Itai
and Rodeh [IR78] described an O(m3/2) algorithm using rooted trees and an O(nα)
algorithm using matrix multiplication. Alon et al. [AYZ97] improved the O(m3/2)
result with an O(m2α/(α+1)) algorithm based on matrix multiplication. For P4, Corneil
et al. [CLB81] showed that it can be detected in O(n+m) time. For diamonds, Kloks
et al. presented an algorithm that runs in O(m3/2+nα). This bound was improved
by Eisenbrand and Grandoni [EG04] with their O(m3/2) algorithm. Olariu [Ola88]
found that paws can be detected in O(nα) time. Eisenbrand and Grandoni pre-
sented an algorithm for claw-detection which runs in O(min(n3.257,m(α+1)/2)), where
the exponent 3.257 is obtained using the current best algorithm for the product of
an n× n2 by an n2× n matrix by LeGall [Gal12]. Kloks et al. [KKM00] also pre-
sented an O(m(α+1)/2) algorithm for claw detection. In their recent work Williams
et al. [WWWY15] present O(nα) Monte Carlo algorithms for diamond, C4, and claw
detection. They also present O(m2α/(α+1)) Monte Carlo algorithms for diamond, paw,
and claw detection, and an O(m(4α−1)/(2α+1)) Monte Carlo algorithm for C4 detection.
1.4 Division of work
We have done a lot of work together or in close collaboration. However, for some
topics the job allocation has been as follows:
AT has focused much of her work on Strassen’s algorithm for matrix multipli-
cation in the different algebraic structures. She has also worked on detection of
triangles, focusing on Strassen’s algorithm and detection of diamonds in general. She
has written the core of triangle and diamond detection in the report. Furthermore,
she has written the parts on packed matrices and general matrix multiplication.
DL has focused on implementing and analyzing the combinatorial algorithm for
triangle detection and on detecting paws and claws. He has written the core of these
parts in the report. Furthermore he has done the analysis of P3, P4, randomized
subgraph detection, and written these parts of the report. Finally he has written the
core of the preliminaries section of the report.
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1.5 Preliminaries
In this section we go through the theory concerning graphs used throughout the
report. We also present the notation used.
Definition 1. A (simple, undirected) graph G is a tuple consisting of a vertex set
V and an edge set E. An edge is a pair of distinct unordered vertices, called its
endpoints. If there is an edge in E with vertices u and v as its endpoints, u and v
are said to be ad jacent.
All graphs in this report are simple and undirected. The sizes of the vertex and
edge sets are denoted |V | = n and |E| =m respectively.
Definition 2. The density of a graph G, denoted δ(G), is the relation between m and
n defined as
δ(G)= m
/(
n
2
)
Remark. By this definition, 0≤ δ(G)≤ 1.
Definition 3. A (simple) path is a simple graph whose vertices can be ordered so
that two vertices are adjacent if and only if they are consecutive in the list. The path
on l vertices is denoted Pl . A graph G is connected if there is a path between each
pair of vertices in G. A cycle is a graph with an equal number of vertices and edges
whose vertices can be placed around a circle so that two vertices are adjacent if and
only if they appear consecutively along the circle. The cycle containing l vertices is
denoted Cl .
Example 1. Consider the graphs P4 and C4 in Figure 1.2.
a
b c
d
(a) P4
a
b c
d
(b) C4
Figure 1.2: The path P4 and the cycle C4
For P4 we have:
V = {a,b, c,d}
E = {{a,b}, {b,d}, {c,d}}
For C4 we have:
V = {a,b, c,d}
E = {{a,b}, {a,d}, {b, c}, {c,d}}
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The densities of the graphs above are:
δ(P4)= 3
/
4 ·3
2
= 1
2
δ(C4)= 4
/
4 ·3
2
= 2
3
1.5.1 Graph representation
We use the following graph representations:
• Edge list
• Adjacency matrix
• Adjacency list (or neighbour list)
Definition 4. The edge list is a list representation of the edge set E.
Together with the number of vertices, n, we use this representation as the
primary representation of a graph before building any of the other structures needed
for the algorithms.
Definition 5. Let G be a graph with V = {v1, . . . ,vn}. The adjacency matrix A is an
n×n matrix in which entry A i, j is 1 if there is an edge in E with endpoints {vi,v j},
and 0 otherwise.
Remark. The adjacency matrix for a simple, undirected graph is symmetric and
boolean, with zeroes on the main diagonal.
Given an edge list, it takes O(n2) time to build an adjacency matrix. To check
if there is an edge between two arbitrary vertices takes O(1) time, and to find all
neighbours of a vertex takes O(n) time.
For simplicity we let vertices be named after their indices, allowing the notation
Au,v where u,v ∈V .
Definition 6. An adjacency list is a collection of sets, one for each vertex in the
graph, representing its neighbourhood. The (open) neighbourhood of a vertex u is
the set of the vertices adjacent to u, denoted N(u). The induced subgraph of G with
the vertex set N(u) is denoted G[N(u)]. The closed neighbourhood of a vertex u is
the set containing the vertices adjacent to u, and u itself, denoted N[u]. The induced
subgraph of G with the vertex set N[u] is denoted G[N[u]]. The size of the (open)
neighbourhood of u is called the degree of u, denoted d(u).
Given an edge list, the adjacency list takes O(n+m) to build. It takes O(n)
to check if there is an edge between two arbitrary vertices and O(d(u)) to find all
neighbours of a vertex u.
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Example 2. Consider the graph G below.
1 2
3
4
Figure 1.3: Graph G
Here are its three representations:
Edge list:
E = {{1,2}, {2,3}, {2,4}, {3,4}}
Adjacency matrix:
A =

0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0

Neighbour list:
N =

1 : {2},
2 : {1,3,4},
3 : {2,4},
4 : {2,3}
For vertex 2 we have:
N(2)= {1,3,4},
N[2]= {1,2,3,4}
1.5.2 Induced subgraph
Definition 7. A subgraph of a graph G = (V ,E) is a graph H = (VH ,EH) where
VH ⊆V and EH ⊆ E. An induced subgraph of G is a subgraph H, where for every
pair of vertices u,v ∈VH , there exists an edge {u,v} ∈EH if and only if {u,v} ∈E. The
components of a graph G are its maximal connected subgraphs.
Example 3. Consider the three graphs in the figure below. The graphs G1 and G2
are both subgraphs of G3. The graph G2 is an induced subgraph of G3, but G1 is not.
(a) G1 (b) G2 (c) G3
Figure 1.4: Graphs G1, G2 and G3
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1.5.3 Complement graph
Definition 8. The complement graph G of graph G, is the graph G = (V ,E), where
for every pair of vertices u,v ∈V there exists an edge {u,v} ∈E if and only if {u,v} ∉E.
Example 4. The figure below shows C4 and its complement.
(a) C4 (b) C4
Figure 1.5: C4 and its complement
1.5.4 Graph families
Several graph families are used or mentioned throughout the report.
Definition 9. A random graph G(n,m) is a graph chosen uniformly at random from
the collection of all graphs which have n vertices and m edges.
We use random graphs throughout our benchmarking process to compare algo-
rithms for different n and m.
Definition 10. The complete graph K l , is the graph where l = |V | and all vertices
are pair-wise adjacent. Its complement, the empty graph, denoted K l , is the graph
where all vertices are pair-wise non-adjacent. The complete graph with l = 3 is called
a triangle. A clique in a graph is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. An independent
set in a graph is a set of pair-wise nonadjacent vertices.
Definition 11. A graph G = (V ,E) is multipartite if V is the union of k≥ 2 disjoint
(possibly empty) independent sets called V1, . . . ,Vk. In the special case of k= 2, the
graph is called bipartite. The graph is complete multipartite if for all i, j with i 6= j
we have {u,v} ∈E for u ∈Vi, v ∈Vj.
Definition 12. A cograph is defined by the following rules:
1. K1 is a cograph
2. If G1,G2, . . . ,Gn are cographs, then their union
n⋃
k=1
Gk is a cograph
3. If G is a cograph, so is its complement G
Example 5. The figure below shows how cographs can be built by using these rules.
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(a) Rule 1 and 2 (b) Rule 3 (c) Rule 1 and 2 (d) Rule 3
Figure 1.6: Four cographs built recursively from (a) to (d) by
applying the rules of the definition.
Example 6. The figure below shows a graph which is not a cograph
Figure 1.7: P4, which is not a cograph
1.5.5 Monte Carlo algorithms
Definition 13. A Monte Carlo algorithm is a randomized algorithm whose running
time is deterministic, but whose output may be incorrect with a certain probability.
A true-biased algorithm is always correct when it returns true, but may be wrong
when it returns false.
The randomized algorithms used throughout this report are true-biased Monte
Carlo algorithms.
1.5.6 Running time model
In this section we describe our usage of the running time notation, how we interpret
theoretical and practical running time and what units we express them in.
Theoretical running time
In our model one running time unit is one elementary operation performed by a
processor. Examples of these are addition, multiplication, cell access of a matrix
etc. When calculating theoretical running times we do not concern ourselves with
overhead from memory allocation and similar events not dependent on n or m. We
do however need a more exact time complexity model than the big-O notation for
parts of our analysis.
Definition 14. Let f (x) and g(x) be two functions defined on some set R′ ⊆ R. We
write f (x)=O(g(x)) if and only if there exist constants N and C such that
| f (x)| ≤C|g(x)| for all x>N.
Definition 15. Let f (x) and g(x) be two functions defined on some set R′ ⊆ R. We
write f (x)∼ g(x) if
lim
x→∞
f (x)
g(x)
= 1
13
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It is common to use the big-O notation (Definition 14) for running times when
only discussing the asymptotical behaviour of an algorithm. However, large constant
factors may hide in the big-O notation and it sometimes becomes too crude for our
purposes when discussing comparisons of algorithms with the same asymptotical
time complexity. We therefore sometimes make use of the tilde (∼) notation (defini-
tion 15). As with the big-O notation smaller terms are discarded, but the constant of
the largest term remains. Examples:
n2
3
+15n∼ n
2
3
=O(n2)
n3
64w
+O(n2)∼ n
3
64w
=O
(
n3
w
)
We use the tilde notation where it is fitting and convenient for the analysis, and the
big-O notation otherwise. Throughout the theoretical analysis the running times
presented are always worst case.
Practical running time
Our empirical tests have been run on a computer with an Intel Core i7 870 2.9GHZ
quadcore processor and 16GB of RAM. The operating system is 64-bit Linux and
the programming language is Java. For representing integers we have used Java’s
primitive type int, that has a size of 32 bits. We refer to such an integer as a
data word. All tests have been run through Eclipse and Java Virtual Machine.
We have given the Java VM 7GB of heap space. Since most tests are comparisons
such as fractions, the absolute running times in nanoseconds have been of less
importance than the relations between them. We have only used the absolute
running times when comparing many algorithms to each other. The practical running
times presented are usually average case running times on random graphs as defined
in section 1.5.4.
1.5.7 Statistical model
To prove statistical significance in this report we use the average x of a set of n
measurements {x1, . . . , xn} as an estimate for the true, unknown, value µ. For large
enough n we assume that the measurements are normally distributed. The standard
deviation is not known so we estimate it with
s=
√
1
n−1 ·
n∑
k=1
(x− xi)2
and then calculate a two-sided confidence interval at confidence level 1−a using
Iµ = (x− ta/2( f )d, x+ ta/2( f )d)
14
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where d = s/pn, f = n−1 and ta/2( f ) is the value for the Student’s t-distribution for
a/2 and f . Generally we set a= 0.01 and get a 99% confidence level.
To account for the propagation of errors when calculating confidence intervals for
functions of two variables, we use the following formula
s f (x,y) =
√(
∂ f
∂x
)2
s2x+
(
∂ f
∂y
)2
s2y.
We use the above estimate of the standard deviation to calculate confidence
intervals for fractions such as T(al g1)/T(al g2), where al g1 and al g2 are different
algorithms. These fractions are a convenient way to show the relation between the
algorithms’ running times.
In some instances where we compare many algorithms and only want to know
which one is faster we use the sign test. The sign test is a non-parametric test
which is used to test the hypothesis that the difference median is zero between the
continuous distributions of two random variables X and Y with n paired samples
{x1, . . . , xn} and {y1, . . . , yn}. This test may have less statistical power than parametric
tests [CF14] but for large enough sets of measurements this is negligible.
Let p = Pr(X >Y ), then the null hypothesis H0 : p = 0.5. Let W be the number
of pairs for which xi− yi > 0. Assuming that H0 is true, then W follows a binomial
distribution W ∼Bin(n,0.5). Then the p-value p can be calculated as
p= 2 ·
n∑
i=W
(
n
i
)(
1
2
)n
.
15
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Chapter 2
Approach
In this chapter we describe the different methods and structures we use in our work.
2.1 Word parallelism
Word parallelism is the idea of exploiting the parallel nature of common computer
operations such as conjunction and disjunction. Let a and b be two computer words
of w bits each. If a and b are interpreted as integers then they can be added together,
a+ b. This is a constant time operation that takes one clock cycle if they are both
stored in the registers of the processor. They can be multiplied, a · b, which also
is a constant time operation which however takes several clock cycles on modern
computer architectures [SS13]. Futhermore, common processors can perform the
bitwise conjunctions, disjunctions and exclusive disjunctions (denoted "∧", "∨" and
"⊕") in parallel for each pair of bits ai and bi. This can be seen as performing w
operations in parallel in one clock cycle. Exploiting this feature proves to be very
beneficial for matrix multiplication in the algebraic structure (Z2,∨,∧), as shall be
seen below.
2.2 Packed matrices
A common representation of an n×n matrix A is a two-dimensional array of integers.
If every integer is represented as a single memory cell, or a data word containing w
bits, the total amount of words needed to allocate A in memory is
M(A)= n2 words
17
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If A is binary, however, we can considerably reduce the memory complexity. Consider
the 6×6 matrix A below.
A =

1 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 0

Suppose for simplicity that w= 4. If every single element of A is represented by a
data word, A will occupy 36 memory cells. Since A is binary, we can let one data
word represent 4 of its elements. The process of transforming A this way we call
packing and introduce a packed matrix A , with its binary and hexadecimal forms.
A =

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
=

B 8
5 8
E 0
6 4
1 C
3 8

A has the same number of rows as A and each row contains 2 elements, producing
a total of 12 elements.
M(A )= n ·
⌈ n
w
⌉
words
The fact that A is padded with two additional columns on the right does not bring
any down side to this representation, because it does not affect the result of any
arithmetical operations that we are interested in. It can be easily seen that adding
or multiplying two matrices padded with zero-columns on the right produces a result
padded in the same way. Apart from the benefits of memory complexity, we can apply
word parallelism in e.g. calculating the matrix product, as will be seen in section 2.3.
2.3 Matrix multiplication
For a graph G with adjacency matrix A, producing A2 plays a crucial role in many
of the studied subgraph detection algorithms, which is why we will discuss different
ways to do it.
We utilize three types of matrix multiplication, depending on the used algebraic
structure:
(Z,+, ·)
(Z2,+, ·), which is equivalent to (Z2,⊕,∧)
(Z2,∨,∧) – Boolean matrix multiplication
The first two structures are rings while the latter one is not, due to the lack of an
additive inverse for 1 (the equation x∨1= 0 does not have a solution for x).
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2.3.1 Standard algorithm
For two n×n matrices A and B multiplication can be performed in O(n3) using the
formula
(AB)i, j =
n∑
k=1
A i,kBk, j.
Using this method the result can be obtained element-wise which makes it beneficial
for some of the discussed subgraph detection algorithms.
2.3.2 Standard algorithm using packed matrices
Let us review how standard matrix multiplication can be implemented for packed
matrices. Suppose that A is packed row-wise and B is packed column-wise, as
described in section 2.2:
For (Z,+, ·) we have
(AB)i, j =
dn/we∑
k=1
bitcount
(
A i,k∧Bk, j
)
.
As there are n/w columns in A and n/w rows in B, each element in AB is calcu-
lated using n/w bitwise conjunctions, n/w bitcounts and n/w−1 additions. Thus,
multiplying n rows of A with n columns of B takes time
T(n)= n2
( n
w
+ n
w
+ n
w
−1
)
= 3 n
3
w
−n2 =O
(
n3
w
)
.
For (Z2,⊕,∧) we have
(AB)i, j = bitcount
(dn/we⊕
k=1
A i,k∧Bk, j
)
∧1.
Calculating each element in AB takes n/w bitwise conjunctions, n/w−1 operations
of the type "⊕", one bitcount and one "∧ 1" in the end, which is equivalent to "mod 2".
Thus, the running time of matrix multiplication in this structure is
T(n)= n2
( n
w
+ n
w
−1+1+1
)
= 2 n
3
w
+n2 =O
(
n3
w
)
.
For (Z2,∨,∧) we have
(AB)i, j =
0, if
dn/we∨
k=1
A i,k∧Bk, j = 0;
1, otherwise.
This takes n/w bitwise conjunctions, n/w−1 bitwise disjunctions and one equality
check for each element in AB. The running time is
T(n)= n2
( n
w
+ n
w
−1+1
)
= 2 n
3
w
=O
(
n3
w
)
.
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2.3.3 Strassen’s algorithm
The problem of finding alternative ways of matrix multiplication has been studied
very extensively. One of the first breakthrough results was achieved by Volker
Strassen, who published an algorithm with theoretical complexity of O(nlog7) ≈
O(n2,8) [Str69]. This result was improved over the years and culminated when
the O(n2,375) Coppersmith–Winograd algorithm was published in 1990 [CW87]. It
remained the fastest square matrix multiplication algorithm until 2010. Later came
a number of new algorithms, each more complex than the other, with very marginal
improvements on the exponent. In literature it is common to refer to the matrix
multiplication exponent as α or ω. In order to avoid confusion with w denoting word
size, we will use α.
We chose Strassen’s algorithm as an alternative to the standard one since it is
relatively easy to implement compared to the other ones mentioned above. The idea
is as follows. The n×n matrices A, B and C = AB are divided into four square blocks:
A =
[
A11 A12
A21 A22
]
, B=
[
B11 B12
B21 B22
]
, C =
[
C11 C12
C21 C22
]
Now define
M1 = (A11+A22)(B11+B22)
M2 = (A21+A22)B11
M3 = A11(B12−B22)
M4 = A22(A21−B11)
M5 = (A11+A12)B22
M6 = (A21−A11)(A11+A12)
M7 = (A12−A22)(B21+B22)
The resulting matrix C can then be composed in the following way.
C11 =M1+M4−M5+M7
C12 =M3+M5
C21 =M2+M4
C22 =M1−M2+M3+M6
This algorithm performs 7 matrix multiplications of the size n/2× n/2. The
products Mi can be calculated by running Strassen’s algorithm recursively. An
alternative is to run a few “layers” of Strassen’s and then switch to the standard
matrix multiplication algorithm, when the matrix size becomes e.g. n/8×n/8.
Problems with Strassen’s algorithm include
• It is only applicable for a ring and thus cannot be used for the structure
(Z2,∨,∧)
• It will not calculate the matrix product element-wise
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• At each step the matrices need to be split into 4 parts which means that the
amount of rows and columns has to be divisible by 2
• The overhead produced by allocation of additional matrices at each recursive
step is significant
2.3.4 Strassen’s algorithm for adjacency matrices
Since we are interested in calculating A2 in the ring (Z2,+, ·), the following facts let
us optimize the algorithm:
• subtraction is equivalent to addition in (Z2,+, ·)
• A = AT ⇐⇒ A11 = AT11, A22 = AT22, A12 = AT21
This gives us the following modifications of Mi for calculating A2.
M1 = (A11+A22)2
M2 = (A21+A22)A11
M3 = A11(A12+A22)=MT2
M4 = A22(A11+A21)
M5 = (A11+A12)A22 =MT4
M6 = (A11+A21)(A11+A12)= (A11+A21)(A11+A21)T
M7 = (A12+A22)(A21+A22)= (A12+A22)(A12+A22)T
We have now reduced the amount or products from 7 to 5, since M3 and M5 can
be obtained through transposing M2 and M4 respectively, which is a much cheaper
operation. As mentioned above, the Mi products can be calculated by running
Strassen’s algorithm recursively. Notice that only M1 is a squared symmetric matrix
like A and can again be obtained in the way described above. However, matrices M6
and M7 are products of a matrix with its own transpose. This multiplication can also
be optimized. When calculating AB, where B= AT , we have
B11 = AT11
B12 = AT21
B21 = AT12
B22 = AT22
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This yields
M1 = (A11+A22)(AT11+AT22)= (A11+A22)(A11+A22)T
M2 = (A21+A22)AT11
M3 = A11(AT21+A22)= A11(A21+A22)T =MT2
M4 = A22(AT12+AT11)= A22(A11+A12)T
M5 = (A11+A12)AT22 =MT4
M6 = (A11+A21)(AT11+AT21)= (A11+A21)(A11+A21)T
M7 = (A12+A22)(AT12+AT22)= (A12+A22)(A12+A11)T
Here, the number of multiplications is also reduced from 7 to 5. If we run 2 layers
of Strassen’s algorithm, the amount of matrix multiplications of size n/4×n/4 would
then be 5+7+7+5+5= 29 as opposed to 7 ·7= 49 for the classic version.
Since the gain of this algorithm is great at the top levels of the recursion, when the
matrices have large dimensions, we have implemented these optimizations.
2.3.5 Application of Strassen’s algorithm to packed
matrices
It is possible to run Strassen’s algorithm on packed matrices. Splitting a matrix into
4 equal parts works in the same way for packed matrices as for regular ones in the
case when the number of rows and columns are even.
Calculating A2 in the structure (Z2,⊕,∧) with 1 level of Strassen’s algorithm and
then switching to packed multiplication takes the time
T(n)= 5T
(
multiplyPacked
(n
2
))
+ c n
2
4
∼ 5 ·
(
n3
8w
)
= 0.63
(
n3
w
)
,
where c denotes a constant number of additions of n/2×n/2 matrices and
multiplyPacked(n/2) denotes packed matrix multiplication of n/2×n/2 matrices.
Running 2 levels of recursion gives the following result:
T(n)= 29T
(
multiplyPacked
(n
4
))
+ c1 n
2
4
+ c2 n
2
16
∼ 29 ·
(
n3
64w
)
= 0.46
(
n3
w
)
,
where c1 and c2 denote a constant number of additions of n/2×n/2 and n/4×n/4
matrices respectively.
2.3.6 Alternative way of Boolean matrix multiplica-
tion
There is also an alternative way of multiplying matrices in (Z2,∨,∧), i.e. performing
Boolean matrix multiplication. In a paper from 1973 O’Neil [OO73] describe a
probabilistic algorithm, where the expected number of elementary operations is
O(n2). That the algorithm is probabilistic in nature means that the running time
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depends explicitly on the structure of the multiplied matrices. Their approach is as
follows.
Let A and B be n× n boolean matrices. If A is denser than B, transpose the
matrices and instead perform BT AT = (AB)T . The algorithm for calculating C = AB
is shown below.
Algorithm 1 BMM(A,B)
C← n×n zero-matrix
for each row i ∈ A do
L i ← list of indices for 1’s in A i
for each column j ∈B do
for each k ∈ L i do
if Bk, j = 1 then
Ci, j = 1
break
return C
They present a worst case example where this algorithm runs in O(n3). Then they
describe a general case for all square matrices and proceed to prove the following
theorem (the proof is omitted).
Theorem 1. [OO73] Under the assumption that all boolean matrices are equally
likely choices for A and B, the expected number of operations to perform the multipli-
cation AB is O(n2).
2.3.7 Comparison of algorithms
First we have compared three matrix multiplication algorithms on regular (non-
packed) matrices. The absolute running times are displayed in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2
shows the factor between the running time of the standard algorithm and its version
for packed matrices. The value converges to 42, which is O(w), as expected. Fig-
ure 2.3 shows running time comparison of five matrix multiplication algorithms for
packed adjacency matrices: the standard alorithm and our modification of Strassen’s
algorithm, with 1 to 4 levels of recursion.
We have also computed the improvement factor for the running times of our mod-
ification of Strassen’s algorithm for adjacency matrices and the standard Strassen’s
algorithm, when both algorithms are run with 2 levels of recursion. We have found
that for n> 6000 the factor converges to 1.69, which is exactly the ratio of the amount
of multiplications: 49/29≈ 1.69, which we calculated in section 2.3.4.
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2.4 Randomized induced subgraph detec-
tion
Kloks et al. [KKM00] provide the following equations for a graph G, where A and
C are adjacency matrices for G and G respectively. The notations K4, C4, P4, ♦−, .−
and >− refer to the different subgraphs on 4 vertices, that will be described in detail
in Chapter 3.
∑
{u,v}∈E
(
(A2)u,v
2
)
= 6(#K4)+ (#♦−) (2.1)
∑
{u,v}∉E
(
(A2)u,v
2
)
= (#♦−)+2(#C4) (2.2)∑
{u,v}∈E
(AC)u,v(CA)u,v = 4(#C4)+ (#P4) (2.3)∑
v∈V
(A3C)v,v = 4(#♦−)+2(#P4)+4(#.−) (2.4)
∑
{u,v}∈E
((
(AC)u,v
2
)
+
(
(AC)v,u
2
))
= (#.−)+3(#>−) (2.5)
Note that equation 2.5 includes a correction of the original in [KKM00]. This will be
discussed further in section 4.6. We explain the meaning of the equations in detail
in the corresponding sections of Chapter 3.
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The equations 2.1- 2.5 are then transformed into the following formulas for
counting induced subgraphs on 4 vertices mod q, where q is a certain integer, as
given below:
(2.1)≡ (#♦−) (mod 6) (2.6)
−1
2
(2.1)+ 1
2
(2.2)≡ (#C4) (mod 3) (2.7)
(2.3)≡ (#P4) (mod 4) (2.8)
(2.5)≡ (#.−) (mod 3) (2.9)
2
3
(2.1)− 1
3
(2.2)+ 1
6
(2.3)− 1
12
(2.4)+ 1
3
(2.5)≡ (#>−) (mod 4) (2.10)
Assume that we want to detect an induced subgraph H in a graph G. If (#H) 6= 0
mod q we can be certain that G contains H. However, finding that (#H)= 0 mod q
does not guarantee that G does not contain H.
In order to go from (#H) mod q to claiming whether H exists in G, we use a
general randomized framework set up by Williams et al. [WWWY15]. The framework
is based on the following lemma:
Lemma 1. [WWWY15] Let q≥ 2 be an integer, G, H be undirected graphs. Let G′ be
a random induced subgraph of G such that each vertex is taken with probability 12 ,
independently. If there is at least one induced H in G, the number of induced H in G′
is not a multiple of q with probability at least 2−|H|.
The lemma allows us to from G make a random induced subgraph G′ in which
each vertex is taken with probability 12 and then compute the quantity Q of induced
H mod q in G′. If Q 6= 0, then we can return that G contains an induced H. If not,
then we can return that G contains no induced H with a certain probability.
If we create many G′ instances and run our detection algorithms on each one, the
probability of finding an induced H (given it exists in G) increases. The probability
of finding Q 6= 0 is at least 18 for |H| = 3 and at least 116 for |H| = 4.
A natural number of times to run the algorithm seems to be 2|H|. Let X be the
random variable so that X = 1 if Q 6= 0 for |H| = 3 in G′ and X = 0 otherwise. Its
expected value is calculated as
E(X )= x1 · p1+ x2 · p2 ≥ 1 · 18 +0 · 78 = 18 (2.11)
By the linearity of expectation for eight independent G′ we get
E(
8∑
i=1
X i)=
8∑
i=1
E(X i)≥
8∑
i=1
1
8 = 8 · 18 = 1 (2.12)
When running our algorithm 2|H| times, we expect that at least one random induced
subgraph G′ has Q 6= 0 given that at least one H exists in G. When G contains no H
our algorithms will find that it is so with p= 1, since Q = 0 in all G′. This is why we
pick eight iterations when searching for H with |H| = 3, and 16 iterations for H with
|H| = 4.
There is always a probability that G contains an induced H and we do not find
it, i.e. we produce false negatives. With this in mind we ran our benchmarks for
paw detection (3.4.5) with a doubled number of iterations, as a case study, to see
differences in running time and success rate.
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2.5 Benchmarking
We have run most of our tests on random graphs as described in section 1.5.4,
where we let n and m vary, usually depending on initial results. As the testing
has progressed we have identified which variable was the most important for each
algorithm comparison. In some cases we have identified worst-case graphs and
tested which algorithm performs better for those instances. This method of testing
generates a very general set of results which cannot be used in specific applications
but rather provides an indication or hint as to which algorithm might be beneficial
in each case. This approach is consistent with what is presented in a paper by J.N.
Hooker from 1994 [Hoo94], where he argues that empirical testing in many cases
can be beneficial, even in the analysis of algorithms.
We have chosen Java as the programming language to implement all code used
for benchmarking. This choice was primarily due to both authors being rather fluent
in Java, and neither being very fluent in C, which otherwise would be an obvious
choice. Benchmarking in Java has several problems, such as all code being run on a
virtual machine, dynamic compilation, dynamic optimization and garbage collection.
Due to these non-deterministic features, code running times in Java are not very
consistent. Futhermore, controlled benchmarking becomes hard, because of the
majority of tests being run on random graphs. Random graphs produce a large
spread in running times due to the breaking conditions of the algorithms used. We
counter both of these problems by generating many instances of random graphs for
each value of n and m (usually 1000 instances) and running our algorithms on each
instance. Then we calculate the mean value of the running time. We also calculate
confidence intervals or use the sign test (1.5.7) to prove statistical significance of the
results.
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Chapter 3
Induced subgraph detection
In this chapter we present the algorithms for detection of induced subgraphs on up
to 4 vertices.
Note that the problem of detecting a graph can be reduced to the problem of
detecting its complement. E.g., in order to detect an independent set of size 3 in a
graph G, one can build G and run a triangle detection algorithm.
There is a wide number of algorithms for induced subgraph detection: determin-
istic and Monte Carlo, graph algorithms and algebraic ones that perform operations
on the adjacency matrix. When it comes to application of word parallelism, we are
especially interested in the algorithms where operations with boolean matrices are
involved, typically matrix multiplication.
Unfortunately, in [WWWY15] there are no results for K4 and its complement K4
since the number of instances of K4 in a graph cannot be represented as a linear
combination of the equations for counting induced subgraphs given in [KKM00]
(equations 2.1-2.5). Because of this fact, the randomized approach in section 2.4
cannot be applied. Therefore we do not cover K4 and its complement here.
The cycle C4 is also not covered due to lack of time and ambiguity in the literature
as to which deterministic algorithm is the fastest and most practically implementable.
We note however, that the randomized approach is applicable for this instance.
3.1 Size 1
A graph of size one is a 1-vertex graph (K1) and is the only graph that is its own
complement. Detection of such a subgraph is trivial: if n> 0, then K1 is detected.
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3.2 Size 2
There are two graphs on two vertices u, v:
(u,v) ∈E, complete graph on two vertices (K2)
(u,v) ∉E, empty graph of size 2 (K2)
If n and m are known, K2 and K2 can be detected in O(1) time:
K2 exists ⇐⇒ m> 0
K2 exists ⇐⇒ n≥ 2 and m< 12 n(n−1)
Otherwise, K2 and K2 can be detected in O(n+m) time by counting the vertices
and edges.
3.3 Size 3
In this section we address detecting induced subgraphs of size three.
3.3.1 Naïve approach
All induced subgraphs of size 3 can be detected by iterating over all possible sets of
vertices of size three and counting the edges. The running time of this algorithm is
T(n)= 3 ·
(
n
3
)
= 3 · n!
3! · (n−3)! =
n(n−1)(n−2)
2
=O(n3) (3.1)
3.3.2 P3
An induced P3 and its complement are shown in the figure below.
u
v
w
(a) P3
u
v
w
(b) P3
Figure 3.1: P3 and its complement
P3 can be detected in linear time in n and m because of the following theorem.
Theorem 2. [HKSS13] A graph G contains an induced P3 if and only if it has a
component that is not a clique
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Proof. For the ”only if” part, it is clear that a graph consisting of only cliques cannot
contain an induced P3. For the ”if” part let G = (V ,E) be a graph with at least one
component G′ = (V ′,E′) that is not a clique. In particular |V ′| ≥ 3. Then there exist
two vertices u,v ∈V ′ so that {u,v} ∉E′. Since G′ is connected, there exists a shortest
path between u and v. If this path is of length 2, a P3 exists and we are done. Else
let w1 be the neighbour of u on this path and w2 be the next vertex on the path. Then
there must exist a P3 : u,w1,w2, because otherwise {u,w2} ∈ E′ and u,w1,w2, . . . ,v
would not be a shortest path.
To check if a graph G contains P3 is now reduced to checking if G is not a disjoint
union of cliques. We perform a breadth first search on a vertex to find the connected
component it belongs to and keep track of its smallest neighbourhood and the current
size of the component. In a clique all vertices have the same number of neighbours,
namely the size of the clique minus one. If the smallest neighbourhood at any
time is less than the size of the component minus one, it is not a clique. If any of
the components of G is not a clique, then G is not a disjoint union of cliques. The
algorithm is described below.
Algorithm 2 isDisjointUnionOfCliques(G)
N ← neighbour list for G
Q← Queue
visited← Set
for each component G i ⊆G do
u← any vertex ∈G i
minN ←∞ . Smallest neighbourhood size
cSize← 0 . Current component size
Q.offer(u)
visited.add(u)
while Q is not empty do
v←Q.poll()
cSize++
if |N(v)| <minN then
minN ←N(v)
if minN < cSize−1 then
return false
for each w ∈N(v) do
if w ∉ visited then
visited.add(w)
Q.offer(w)
return true
BFS runs in O(n+m) [KT05]. Since m=O(n2) and building the neighbourhood
lists takes O(n+m) the algorithm running time is bounded by O(n2).
With this in mind we have not further explored P3 detection since neither word
parallelism nor the randomized approach seem to apply.
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3.3.3 Triangles
A triangle and its complement are shown in Figure 3.2.
u
v
w
(a) C3
u
v
w
(b) C3
Figure 3.2: Triangle and its complement
Triangle detection is a quite well studied problem. Itai and Rodeh [IR78] describe
a few triangle detection algorithms, among which an O(m3/2) algorithm using rooted
trees and an O(nα) algorithm using matrix multiplication. Alon et al. [AYZ97] have
improved the O(m3/2) result with an O(m2α/(α+1)) algorithm that also uses matrix
multiplication.
Since a triangle is a 3-clique, we can make use of Turán’s theorem, stated below
[AZ10].
Theorem 3. If a graph G = (V ,E) on n vertices and m edges has no p-clique, p≥ 2,
then
m≤
(
1− 1
p−1
)
n2
2
For p= 3 we have
m≤ n
2
4
This means that if m> 14 n2, we can conclude that G contains a triangle without
running any detection algorithms on the graph. Therefore, the only graphs we are
considering for the triangle detection problem are the ones with m ≤ 14 n2, with a
special case of the complete bipartite graph having b14 n2c edges, which is the densest
triangle-free graph. Its density is slightly higher than 0.5.
First we present a simple combinatorial algorithm with a thorough study of its
theoretical time complexity. Afterwards, we describe the algebraic approach, where
we present our implementation of the O(nα) algorithm from [IR78] using packed
matrices. Lastly, we show how triangles can be detected using the randomized
approach described in section 2.4.
Combinatorial approach
The combinatorial approach is not as crude as the naïve approach described in the
beginning of section 3.3.1, but still rather simplistic. For every vertex u we check if
there is a pair of vertices v,w in its neighbourhood so that {v,w} ∈E.
The following algorithm detects triangles in a graph G = (V ,E):
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Algorithm 3 hasTriangleCombinatorial(G)
A← adjacency matrix for G
for each u ∈V do
for each v,w ∈N(u) do
if Av,w = 1 then
return true
return false
This is a straight-forward, deterministic approach, for which the time complexity
is readily computable for any known graph:
T(n)= ∑
u∈V
(
d(u)
2
)
.
Given n, its worst case is the complete bipartite graph with m= b14 n2c, which is
the densest graph possible containing no triangles, as stated in Theorem 3. Each
of the two partitions contains n/2 vertices and each vertex has n/2 neighbours. The
upper bound for the running time is calculated by the formula
T(n)= n ·
(
1
2 n
2
)
= n
3
8
− n
2
4
,
where 18 n
3 is the most significant factor. The worst case being O(n3) is not very
appealing compared to an approach based on matrix multiplication because of
overhead, especially as matrix multiplication can be greatly optimized on common
computer architectures such as x86 and Power [SS13].
Going a bit further with the analysis one can determine that given both n and
m, the worst case for hasTriangleCombinatorial is a bipartite graph containing a
largest independent set, since checking whether N(u) has an edge runs in time
T(n)=
(
|N(u)|
2
)
,
and is the heaviest part of the algorithm. Such a bipartite graph can be built as
follows.
Algorithm 4 bipartiteMaxIndependentSetGraph(n,m)
let V =V1∪V2, |V1| = n1, |V2| = n2, n1 > n2 . m= n1n2
if m≤ n−1 then
n1 ← n−1
else
n1 ←
⌈n
2
+
√
1
4 n
2−m
⌉
. solution to n1(n−n1)≥m, maximize n1
place m edges between V1 and V2
Running time of the algorithm for this graph is
T(n)= n1
(
n2
2
)
+n2
(
n1
2
)
=O(mn)
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The algorithm depends on both n and m. For sparse graphs where m = O(1) or
O(logn) the running time is linear or close to linear. It is bounded by the O(n2) time
it takes to build the data structures. For dense graphs it approaches O(n3).
Algebraic approach
For a graph G with adjacency matrix A we have:
(A2)u,v =
n∑
k=1
Au,k Ak,v
(A3)u,v =(AA2)u,v =
n∑
k=1
Au,k(A2)k,v
(A2)u,v is the number of neighbours that vertex u and v have in common. In other
words, it is the amount of paths of length 2 from u to v.
(A3)u,v is the number of paths of length 2 from k to v, where k is each neighbour of
u. In other words, it is the amount of paths of length 3 from u to v.
If there is a path of length 3 from vertex u to itself, we can be certain that G
contains a triangle. Thus, if (A3)u,u > 0 for any u ∈V then G contains a triangle.
However, computing A2 suffices, due to the following lemma:
Theorem 4. If Au,v = 1 and (A2)u,v > 0 for some distinct u,v ∈V , then G contains a
triangle.
Indeed, if u and v are connected and there is a path of length 2 (through some
other vertex w) from u to v, then {u,v,w} form a triangle.
Note that for the detection problem we are not interested in the exact quantity
of paths of length 2, but only in their existence. This means that it suffices to
perform the calculation in the semi-ring (Z2,∧,∨), i.e. to perform Boolean matrix
multiplication, as described in [IR78]
(A2)u,v =
n∨
k=1
Au,k∧Ak,v
As a result we get
(A2)u,v = 1, if there is at least one path of length 2 from u to v;
(A2)u,v = 0, otherwise.
We now present an algorithm for triangle detection that utilizes the theorem
above.
Algorithm 5 hasTriangle(G)
A← adjacency matrix for G
for each {u,v} ∈E do
for k= 1 to n do
if Au,k = 1∧Ak,v = 1 then
return true
return false
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The innermost loop runs n times for each of the m edges in G, giving the time
complexity:
T(m,n)=O(mn)
This approach is very well-suited for using packed matrices. Let ”&” denote the
bitwise ”and” operation. Here is our modification of the algorithm above:
Algorithm 6 hasTrianglePacked(G)
A← adjacency matrix for G
A ← pack(A)
for each {u,v} ∈E do
for each column col in A do
if Au,col & Av,col 6= 0 then
return true
return false
Now the innermost loop runs n/w times for each of the m edges in G, since in
every iteration we check w pairs of vertices in O(1) time. This gives the following
running time:
T(m,n,w)=O
(mn
w
)
Both of the algorithms above terminate once they have found a triangle, without
calculating the complete matrix product, which makes them beneficial for denser
graphs.
An alternative way to perform Boolean matrix multiplication was described in
section 2.3.6. The BMM algorithm given there can be easily modified to detect a
triangle. We call this algorithm hasTriangleProbabilistic.
Algorithm 7 hasTriangleProbabilistic(G)
A← adjacency matrix for G
for each row i ∈ A do
L i ← list of indices for 1’s in A i
for each row j ∈ A do
if A i, j = 1 then
for each k ∈ L i do
if Ak, j = 1 then
return true
return false
It can be seen that L i is the same as the neighbourhood of the vertex i, N(i). The
two inner for-loops are actually retrieving all possible pairs of vertices in N(i). This
makes this algorithm identical to hasTriangleCombinatorial from section 3.3.3.
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Randomized approach
Since matrix multiplication using our modification of Strassen’s algorithm for packed
matrices gave some promising results as seen in section 2.3.7, it makes sense to
apply it to the triangle detection problem. However, the A2 matrix produced this way
would be in (Z2,⊕,∧), which means that if the number of paths of length 2 between
some vertices u and v is even, we get (A2)u,v = 0. It is thus possible for the graph to
contain a triangle even though A2 is a zero-matrix. However, if the graph has an
odd number of triangles, at least one element (Au,v)2 will be odd, for which Au,v = 1.
This means that we can determine the parity of the amount of triangles in a graph.
Thus, we can use our modification of Strassen’s algorithm as a part of a random-
ized approach described in section 2.4 in the following way:
Algorithm 8 hasTriangleRandomized(G)
for i = 1 to 8 do
G′← reduce(G)
A′← adjacency matrix for G′
A ′← pack(A′)
(A′)2 ←multipl yStrassensPacked(A ′)
if for some distinct {u, v} it holds that A′u,v = 1 and (A′)2u,v 6= 0 then
return true
return false
As discussed in section 2.4, the positive result of the algorithm above guarantees
that there is a triangle in G. If it returns false though, we can conclude that there is
no triangle in G with rather high probability.
The running time of hasTriangleRandomized can be calculated as follows:
T(n)∼ 8
((
n2
4
)
+T
(
multipl yStrassensPacked
(n
2
)))
∼ 0.46
(
n3
w
)
,
where T (multipl yStrassensPacked (n/2)) denotes the time it takes to multiply a
n/2×n/2 matrix the way described in section 2.3.5.
Results
We have compared all the discussed algorithms by running them on random graphs
with n = 500. The plot of their running times is shown in Figure 3.3. We chose
0≤ δ(G)≤ 0.5 because by Turáns theorem, for m> 14 n2 the graph is guaranteed to
contain at least one triangle. It can be seen that the fastest algorithm for any m is
hasTrianglePacked.
We have also studied sparse graphs more closely, as seen in Figure 3.4. Since the
randomized algorithm is too slow for these graphs, we omit it in the figure. Here
we see more clearly that hasTrianglePacked has the shortest running time. The
combinatorial algorithm outruns hasTriangle for a small density interval, but it is
hard to say which of the two is faster for m> 5n. The hasTriangle algorithm has an
interesting peak at m= 0.8n, which we will discuss in the next chapter. For n= 1000
and 2000 the curves look very similar.
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We have studied the gain from packing matrices by comparing hasTriangle to
hasTrianglePacked. It is hard to make any conslusion about very sparse graphs
because the confidence interval for the improvement factor is very large in the area
where hasTriangle has its peak. At m ≈ 2n however, the confidence interval gets
tight and for n= 1000 the hasTrianglePacked algorithm is about 11 times faster as
its non-packed counterpart, for n= 2000 it is 14 times faster. As m increases, the
improvement factor asymptotically approaches 1.
Now let us take a closer look at the randomized algorithm. We ran it with 2 levels
of our modification of the Strassen’s algorithm, for 8 random induced subgraphs of
each given G. In Figure 3.5 a plot of its running time is shown. We have also plotted
the probability of traingle’s existence against the success ratio of hasTriangleRan-
domized. It can be seen that at worst it has above 80% success rate. For m> 2n, both
the probability of the existence of a triangle and the success ratio of the algorithm
are very close to 1. As mentioned before, G is guaranteed to contain a triangle if
m> 14 n2.
We then ran a special benchmark for the identified worst case for hasTrian-
glePacked: the complete balanced bipartite graph with n1 = n2(±1). We compared
hasTriangleRandomized with up to 5 levels of recursion with hasTrianglePacked.
The plot is presented in Figure 3.7. The results are significant at the 99% level but
the confidence intervals are too tight to show in the figure and are therefore omitted.
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Figure 3.3: Running times of triangle detection algorithms
for n = 500, δ(G) ∈ [0,0.5]. Each point is a mean value of
1000 iterations. Except for crossover points, the results are
statistically significant by the sign test, with p< 0.001.
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Figure 3.4: Running times of triangle detection algorithms
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ations. Except for crossover points, the results are statistically
significant by the sign test, with p< 0.001.
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of 1000 iterations.
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3.4 Size 4
In this section we discuss detection of induced subgraphs on 4 vertices.
3.4.1 Naïve approach
All induced subgraphs of size 4 can be detected by iterating over all possible sets of
vertices of size four and checking whether certain edges are in place. The running
time of this algorithm is
T(n)= 6 ·
(
n
4
)
= 6 · n!
4! · (n−4)! =
n(n−1)(n−2)(n−3)
4
=O(n4). (3.2)
3.4.2 P4
P4 and its complement (also a P4) are shown in the figure below.
u
v w
x
(a) P4
u
v w
x
(b) P4
Figure 3.8: P4 and its complement
Corneil et al. [CLB81] presented the following theorem which provides a way to
detect a P4 in a graph:
Theorem 5. [CLB81] A graph is P4-free if and only if it is a cograph.
The authors of the paper prove this theorem as a part of a larger theorem of equiva-
lences. Furthermore, cographs can be recognized in O(n+m) time [HP05], hence P4
can be detected in O(n+m) time. The paper presents this as linear time, but worst
case it is equivalent to O(n2), since m=O(n2).
While there is a formula (equation 2.10) based on matrix multiplication letting
us apply word parallelism to the randomized approach to find induced P4, it seems
unlikely that it would run faster than any O(n+m) algorithm. Therefore we have
not pursued detection of P4 further. We note however, that it is possible and would
likely be much easier to implement than the algorithm found in [HP05].
3.4.3 Diamonds
A diamond is a graph on four vertices having five edges. To build a diamond one can
take a 4-clique and remove an arbitrary edge. The figure below shows a diamond
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and its complement. The degree-3 vertices u and w are called center vertices. The
other vertices v and x are called side vertices.
u
v
w
x
(a) Diamond
u
v
w
x
(b) Diamond
Figure 3.9: Diamond and its complement
Deterministic approach
T. Kloks et al. [KKM00] describe an O(m3/2+nα) algorithm for checking whether a
graph is diamond-free. It utilizes the following theorem:
Theorem 6. [KKM00] A graph G is diamond-free if and only if for every vertex u,
the graph G[N(u)] is a disjoint union of cliques.
Proof. Consider a vertex u of degree 3 in a diamond. Then the neighborhood of u
contains a P3. Hence G[N(u)] cannot be a disjoint union of cliques. Conversely, if for
some vertex u, G[N(u)] is not a disjoint union of cliques, then G[N(u)] must contain
a P3 as shown in Theorem 2. It follows that G contains a diamond.
The diamond-detection algorithm works as follows:
Let D be some number.
Let V = L∪H so that a vertex u ∈ L if d(u)≤D, u ∈H otherwise.
Phase 1. Search for a center vertex of a diamond in L.
Phase 2. Search for a side vertex of a diamond in L.
Phase 3. Build G∗ by removing all the vertices u ∈ L from G and search for a
center vertex of a diamond in G∗.
To find a diamond’s center vertex we have to find an induced P3 in the neigh-
bourhood of some vertex u. P3 detection was described in section 3.3.2. However,
we now want to obtain a data structure containing the cliques for each vertex’s
neighbourhood. The algorithm isDisjiontUnionOfCliques can be easily modified to
return a set of cliques in case it would return true and an empty set ; otherwise. Let
us call this new algorithm buildDisjointUnionOfCliques (see Algorithm 9). To find
a diamond’s side vertex we can look for a vertex u together with a pair of vertices
{v,w} that belong to the same clique K within G[N(u)] so that (A2)v,w > |K |−1. If
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Algorithm 9 buildDisjointUnionOfCliques(G)
N ← neighbour list for G
Q← Queue
visited← Set
cliques← Set
for each component G i ⊆G do
u← any vertex ∈G i
minN ←∞ . Smallest neighbourhood size
cSize← 0 . Current component size
Q.offer(u)
visited.add(u)
while Q is not empty do
v←Q.poll()
cSize++
if |N(v)| <minN then
minN ←|N(v)|
if minN < cSize−1 then
return ;
for each w ∈N(v) do
if w ∉ visited then
visited.add(w)
Q.offer(w)
cliques.add(G i)
return cliques
this is the case, v and w have a common neighbour x outside N[u], which means
that u and x are not connected and we have thus found a diamond on the vertices
{u,v,w, x}.
We let D = pm and present our implementation of this algorithm, see Algo-
rithm 10. Let us now discuss the time complexity of the hasDiamond algorithm,
phase by phase. Building the data structures takes O(n2) time. Splitting V into L
and H takes O(n) time.
Phase 1. Iterating over each vertex u ∈ L to build cliques for N(u) takes O(d(u)2)
time. In total, we have:
T(Phase 1)= ∑
u∈L
d(u)2 ≤D ·∑
u∈L
d(u)≤pm ·2m=O(m3/2)
Phase 2. Computing A2 takes O(n3/w) time. Checking each pair of vertices in KL(u)
takes O(d(u)2) time. Similarly to the previous phase, this takes O(m3/2) time for all
u ∈ L in total. Thus, we get the following time complexity for Phase 2:
T(Phase 2)=O(n3/w+m3/2)
Phase 3. Since |H| ≤ 2m/D, the time it takes to repeat the procedure in Phase 1 is
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Algorithm 10 hasDiamond(G)
A← adjacency matrix for G
N ← neighbour list for G
L← Set
H← Set
for each u ∈V do
if d(u)≤pm then
L.add(u)
else
H.add(u)
KL ← Map . Phase 1
for each u ∈ L do
G′← induced subgraph of G on vertices N(u)
KL(u)← buildDis jointUnionO f Cliques(G′)
if KL(u)=; then
return true
A ← pack(A) . Phase 2
Compute A2 in (Z,+, ·) using A
for each u ∈ L do
for each clique K ∈KL(u) do
for each v,w ∈K do
if A2v,w > |K |−1 then
return true
G∗← induced subgraph of G on vertices in H . Phase 3
N∗← adjacency list for G∗
for each u ∈H do
G′← induced subgraph of G∗ on vertices N∗(u)
if not isDis jointUnionO f Cliques(G′) then
return true
return false
proportional to:
T(Phase 3)= ∑
u∈H
d(u)2 ≤ |H| · ∑
u∈H
d(u)= 2m|H| ≤ 2m 2mp
m
=O(m3/2)
We now see that the total running time of hasDiamond indeed is O(n3/w+m3/2).
Randomized approach
As a competitor for the algorithm above we have chosen a randomized algorithm
based on matrix multiplication that runs in O(n3/w). Consider equation 2.1 found
by Kloks et al. [KKM00] for an undirected graph G = (V ,E). We repeat it here for
convenience: ∑
{u,v}∈E
(
(A2)u,v
2
)
= (#♦−)+6(#K4)
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Recall that (A2)u,v contains the number of common neighbours that vertices u
and v have. If u and v are adjacent, and if there are two vertices w, x so that {u,w},
{u, x}, {v,w}, {v, x} ∈E, we have 2 possible cases:
{w, x} ∉E, meaning {u,v,w, x} is a diamond
{w, x} ∈ E, meaning {u,v,w, x} is a K4. Note that we will count each K4 six
times, because this condition holds for each of its six edges
If the sum above is taken mod 6, we obtain the number of diamonds in G mod
6. Matrix multiplication is performed element-wise using packed A and the result
is produced in the ring (Z,+, ·). Below is our implementation of the algorithm
calculating the number of diamonds in a graph mod 6.
Algorithm 11 numberOfDiamondsMod6Packed(G)
A← adjacency matrix for G
A ← pack(A)
sum← 0
for u= 1 to n do
for v= u+1 to n do
if Au,v = 1 then
for each column col in A do
a← a+bitcount(Au,col & Av,col)
sum← (sum+a(a−1)/2) mod 6
return sum
The running time of the algorithm above is:
T(n,m)=m ·O
( n
w
)
=O
(mn
w
)
In order to transform the problem of calculating number of diamonds mod 6 into
the detection problem, we use the randomization framework described in section 2.4.
We set q = 6 and create 16 randomly reduced graphs G′ and run numberOfDia-
mondsMod6Packed(G′) for each such graph. If there exists a diamond in G, we
expect that at least one G′ will have (#♦−) 6= 0 mod 6.
Results
We have compared hasDiamond and hasDiamondRandomized by running these
algorithms on random instances of graphs with n= 1000 and n= 1500. The results
are shown in the figures below. We omit the plot of correctness of the randomized
algorithm, since it is very similar to Figure 3.6. The lowest success ratio is also at
∼ 85%, for the point where m≈ 3n.
We have also studied the gain of packing adjacency matrices for the randomized
algorithm. We have compared two versions of hasDiamondRandomized – with and
without packing and found that the packed version is always faster. For fixed n, as
m increases, the improvement factor rises as well, in a linear fashion. In particular,
for n= 1000, the improvement factor increases from 1.15 for an empty graph to 10
for a nearly complete graph.
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Figure 3.10: Factor between the running times of determin-
istic and randomized algorithms for diamond detection, for
the whole density spectrum, where n= 1500, within the con-
fidence interval of 99%. Each point is a mean value of 1000
iterations.
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Figure 3.11: Factor between the running times of determinis-
tic and randomized algorithms for diamond detection, for the
whole density spectrum, where n ∈ {1000,1500}. Each point is
a mean value of 1000 iterations. The confidence intervals are
omitted for clarity. The red line shows the ratio of low-degree
nodes, for the deterministic algorithm.
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Figure 3.12: Factor between the running times of determin-
istic and randomized algorithms for diamond detection, for
sparse graphs, where n ∈ {1000,1500}, within the confidence
interval of 99%. Each point is a mean value of 1000 iterations.
3.4.4 Claws
Claw is a graph on four vertices {u,v, x,w} that is shown along with its complement
in Figure 3.13.
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(b) Claw
Figure 3.13: Claw and its complement
Deterministic approach
An algorithm is presented in [KKM00] that determines if a graph has an induced
claw in O(m(α+1)/2) where α is the exponent for matrix multiplication. For our
practical approach we set α= 3 and get a running time of O(m2). The running time
is partly due to the following observation:
Theorem 7. [KKM00] If G is claw-free then every vertex has at most 2
p
m neighbours
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Proof. Consider a vertex x. If G is claw-free, then G[N(x)] is triangle-free. Let
p= |N(x)|. By Turán’s theorem, a graph with p vertices and without triangles can
have at most 14 p
2 edges. Hence, there must be at least 12 p(p−1)− 14 p2 = 14 p2− 12 p
edges in G[N(x)]. Then (adding the edges incident with x), G[N[x]] must contain at
least 14 p
2− 12 p+ p≥ 14 p2 edges. This can be at most the number of edges in G. Hence
p≤ 2pm.
The algorithm first checks if any vertex has more than 2
p
m neighbours. If this
is the case, then by the theorem above the graph must have a claw. Else, for each
vertex, it checks if the complement of the neighbourhood contains a triangle. If so,
then the graph contains a claw. The algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm 12 hasClaw(G)
N ← neighbour list for G
for each u ∈V do
if |N(u)| > 2pm then
return true
for each u ∈V do
G′←G[N(u)]
if hasTriangle(G′) then
return true
return false
The first phase of the algorithm ensures d(x) ≤ 2pm for each vertex for the
second phase of the algorithm. hasTriangle then runs in O(d(x)3). The total running
time is bounded by:∑
v∈V
d(x)3 ≤ (2pm)2 ·∑
v∈V
d(x)= 4m ·2m=O(m2) (3.3)
The worst case for the algorithm should be very dense graphs for which the running
time would approach O(n4) but this is not the case since the co-neighbourhoods then
have m =O(1) edges. hasTriangle’s running time for sparse matrices approaches
O(n2) and we get a total running time of O(m3/2).
If we let the algorithm use packed matrices for the neighbourhoods we get a
running time of O(d(x)3/w) for each neighbourhood and a total running time of
O(m2/w). However, since the neighbourhoods in sparse graphs are small the gain
of packing the adjacency matrices becomes unclear because of padding. For dense
graphs the co-neighbourhoods are large but also rather sparse, resulting in similar
running times of hasTriangle and hasTrianglePacked close to O(d(x)2). Therefore we
examine the possible gain from packing empirically.
Randomized approach
The second algorithm we used to detect claws is based on equation 2.10 provided by
Kloks et al. [KKM00], and the concept presented in [WWWY15] using randomized
induced subgraphs.
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We apply the approach described in section 2.4 with q= 4 to a number of random
induced subgraphs G′ of expected size n/2 and run the algorithm for each one.
This way we get a good probability that we find Q 6= 0 in G′ at least in one case,
hence finding a claw, if it exists. Implementing the algorithm using equation 2.10
proved somewhat difficult. The different sums are not divisible by the coefficients’
denominators and due to ring mathematics it is not possible to stay in Z4 throughout
the calculations. Hence the sums had to be calculated exactly and they become
rather large for large graphs, leading to the possible need for large integer data
structures which have negative impact on the running time.
The running time is however bounded by O(n3/w) when using packed matrices,
but the algorithm might run up to 16 times on matrices of expected size n/2×n/2.
Our algorithm exploits the fact that A3C = A2 ·AC and that the part using A3C only
traverses through the diagonal of the matrix, and therefore only that part has to be
calculated (see Algorithm 13). We run the algorithm up to 16 times and return true
if we find that (#>−) 6= 0 mod 4 in any of the G′.
Algorithm 13 numberOfClawsMod4Packed(G)
A← adjacency matrix for G
C← adjacency matrix for G
A ← pack(A)
C ← pack(C)
Compute A2 in (Z,+, ·) using A
Compute AC in (Z,+, ·) using A and C
sum1 ← 0
sum2 ← 0
sum3 ← 0
sum4 ← 0
sum5 ← 0
for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to n do
sum4 ← sum4+ (A2)i, j · (AC) j,i
for i = 1 to n do
for j = i+1 to n do
if A i, j = 0 then
sum2 ← sum2+
((A2)i, j
2
)
else
sum1 ← sum1+
((A2)i, j
2
)
sum3 ← sum3+ (AC)i, j · (AC) j,i
sum5 ← sum5+
((AC)i, j
2
)+ ((AC) j,i2 )
total← 8 · sum1−4 · sum2+2 · sum3− sum4+4 · sum5
return total/12 mod 4
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Results
We compared the packed version of the deterministic algorithm with the standard
version to see if packing actually reduced the running time. Figures 3.14 and 3.15
show the results for small m and over the entire range of δ(G). As can be seen, the
improvement factor remains larger than 1. The results are statistically significant
at the 99% level.
We then compared the packed deterministic algorithm to the randomized (packed)
algorithm. The results are shown in Figure 3.16.
We have also studied the gain of packing matrices for the randomized algorithm
and found that for n = 500 the improvement factor is around 20, for n = 1000 its
value is close to 50.
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Figure 3.14: Relation between standard and packed versions
of the deterministic algorithm, for n ∈ {1000,2000}, 0 ≤ m ≤
10n with n/10 increments and 99% confidence intervals.
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of the deterministic algorithm, for n ∈ {1000,2000}, 0≤ δ(G)≤
1 with 1/100 increments. The confidence intervals are omitted
for clarity.
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Figure 3.16: Relation between deterministic and random-
ized algorithms, for n ∈ {1000,2000}, 0≤ δ(G)≤ 1 with 1/100
increments and 99% confidence intervals.
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3.4.5 Paws
A paw is a graph on four vertices {u,v, x,w} containing a triangle on vertices {u,v,w},
where one of the vertices has an extra edge to a fourth vertex x as can be seen in
Figure 3.17.
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(b) Paw
Figure 3.17: Paw and its complement
Deterministic approach
Paw detection is a quite interesting problem since there already exists a rather fast
detection algorithm. It is based on the following theorem:
Theorem 8. [Ola88] G is paw-free if and only if each component of G is triangle-free
or complete multipartite.
Proof. The ’if ’ part is trivial. To prove the ’only if ’ part, consider an arbitrary
connected paw-free graph G that contains a triangle. We only need to prove that G
is complete multipartite.
The triangle in G may be thought of as a complete multipartite graph with at
least three classes. Let F be a maximal induced subgraph of G that is multipartite
with at least three classes. If F =G, then we are done; otherwise, as G is connected,
some vertex v outside F has a neighbour in F. We may enumerate the classes of F
as S1,S2, . . . ,Sk (k≥ 3), in such a way that v has a neighbour x1 ∈ S1.
Note that there is at most one Si such that i ≥ 2, and such that v is nonadjacent
to some vertex yi ∈ Si: if another S j also had this property, then {v, x1, yi, yj} would
induce a paw. Hence, we may assume that v is adjacent to all vertices in S2∪S3∪
. . .∪Sk−1. Now it follows that v must be adjacent to all vertices in S1; otherwise, v,
x1, y1 and any vertex in S2 would induce a paw.
Finally, maximality of F implies that v is adjacent to some xk in Sk and nonadja-
cent to some yk in Sk. But now, {v, x1, xk, yk} induces a paw.
Thus, the proof is complete.
This reduces the problem to finding out whether G is triangle-free or a complete
multipartite graph. A complete multipartite graph is a cograph and can therefore
be detected in linear time [HP05] but the algorithms used for detecting cographs in
general are complex and not needed for our purposes. Instead we wrote an algorithm
for detecting only complete multipartite graphs. If a graph is a complete multipartite
graph, its complement is a disjoint union of cliques. The algorithm simply checks if
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the complement of G is a disjoint union of cliques using the algorithm described in
section 3.3.2.
Algorithm 14 isCompleteMultipartite(G)
return isDisjointUnionOfCliques(G)
Building the complement of G and the neighbour lists take O(n2) time. isDisjoin-
tUnionOfCliques runs in O(n+m)≤O(n2) time. The upper bound for this part is
therefore O(n2). The algorithm for finding a paw is presented below:
Algorithm 15 hasPaw(G)
if isCompleteMultipartite(G) then
return false
return hasTrianglePacked(G)
The algorithm’s running time is bounded by hasTrianglePacked which runs
in O(mn/w). Note here that we only wrote an algorithm for packed matrices, in
contrast to the two versions for the deterministic approach of claw-detection 3.4.4.
This is because we here pack the adjacency matrix for the entire graph, not just for
neighbourhoods. Since the problem reduces to detecting triangles (see section 3.3.3)
the gain from using packed matrices seems apparent.
Randomized approach
The second algorithm we used to detect paws is based on equation the corrected 2.5
from [KKM00]. We repeat it here for convenience:
∑
{u,v}∈E
((
(AC)u,v
2
)
+
(
(AC)v,u
2
))
= (#.−)+3(#>−)
The product (AC)u,v contains the number of vertices w such that {u,w} ∈E and
{w,v} ∉ E. If u and v are adjacent, and if there are two vertices w, x so that {u,w},
{u, x} ∈E and {v,w}, {v, x} ∉E, we have 2 possible cases:
{w, x} ∈E, meaning {u,v,w, x} is a paw
{w, x} ∉E, meaning {u,v,w, x} is a claw. Note that we will count each claw three
times, because this condition holds for {u,w} and {u, x} as well
As for diamonds and claws, we apply the randomized approach described in
section 2.4, this time with q= 3. We generate a number of random induced subgraphs
G′ of expected size n/2 and compute the sum above for each one. This way we get a
good probability that we find Q 6= 0 in G′ at least in one case, hence finding a paw, if
it exists. The running time is bounded by O(n3/w) when using packed matrices. As
there is only one sum in equation 2.4, we can stay in Z3 throughout the calculations
and avoid the problems described for claws above. The algorithm is as follows:
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Algorithm 16 numberOfPawsMod3Packed(G)
A← adjacency matrix for G
A ← pack(A)
C← adjacency matrix for G
C ← pack(C)
Compute AC in (Z,+, ·) using A and C
sum← 0
for i = 1 to n do
for j = i+1 to n do
if A i, j = 1 then
sum←
(
sum+ ((AC)i, j2 )+ ((AC) j,i2 )) mod 3
return sum mod 3
Results
We benchmarked the two described algorithms against each other and compared
their running times for different graph sizes and densities. We also recorded data
of occurrences of paws in graphs against edge density and the success rate of the
randomized algorithm.
In Figure 3.18 we can see a comparison between the deterministic and random-
ized algorithms described in section 3.4.5. On the X-axis δ(G) varies from 0 to 1, and
the Y-axis represents the fraction T(deterministic)/T(randomized). Each point is a
mean from 1000 iterations.
It can be seen that after a short transition period, shown closely in Figure 3.19 a
trend emerges. The factor decreases as δ(G) grows and at some point the determin-
istic algorithm becomes faster. For larger n the deterministic algorithm is always
faster.
In Figures 3.20 and 3.21 the probability of success for the randomized algorithm
is plotted against the paw ratio (i.e number of graphs paws are detected in over total
number of iterations). Each value is a mean from 1000 measurements. As the plot
shows the probability of success never goes below 85% as the paw ratio increases.
The left figure covers 0≤m≤ 3m since both paw ratio and success ratio stay at 1 for
larger densities. It is only when m ≥ mmax−n/10 = n(n−1)/2−n/10 that the paw
ratio starts to decline and another little nick in the success rate appears. This is
shown in the figure on the right.
As described before, generally we run induced subgraph detection for |H| = 4 up
to 16 times in the randomized algorithm for 16 different random induced subgraphs.
As discussed in section 2.4 this might not be enough. Therefore we performed a
comparison between success ratio and running time for the randomized algorithm for
16 iterations and 32 iterations respectively. The results are presented in Figures 3.22
and 3.23. Note that the success ratio is pushed towards 1 for 32 iterations but at a
significant cost in running time for sparse graphs.
We have also studied the gain of packing matrices for the randomized algorithm
and found that for n = 500 the improvement factor is around 15, for n = 1000 its
value is close to 40.
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Figure 3.18: Relation between deterministic and randomized
algorithms for n ∈ {1000,2000} and 0 ≤ δ(G) ≤ 1 with 1/100
increments and 99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3.19: Relation between deterministic and randomized
algorithms for n ∈ {1000,2000} and 0 ≤ m ≤ 3 · n with n/10
increments and 99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3.20: Success ratio plotted against paw ratio for n=
1000, 16 random induced subgraphs, 0 ≤ m ≤ 3n with n/10
increments.
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Figure 3.21: Success ratio plotted against paw ratio for n=
1000, 16 random induced subgraphs, mmax−n/10≤m≤mmax
with n/200 increments.
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Figure 3.22: Success ratio plotted against paw ratio with
n = 1000, for 16 and 32 random induced subgraphs, where
0≤m≤ 3n with n/10 increments.
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Figure 3.23: Relation between the running times of deter-
ministic and randomized algorithms with n= 1000, for 16 and
32 random induced subgraphs, where 0 ≤ m ≤ 3n with n/10
increments.
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Discussion
In this chapter we discuss the results presented in the previous chapter. First, we
make a note about the detection of the complement graphs for the graphs studied
throughout this report.
4.1 Complement graphs
If we want to find a H in a graph G, we build the complement graph G and look for H
in that graph. Since δ(G)= 1−δ(G), all results and related plots for H are the results
for H mirrored in the line δ(G) = 0.5. Furthermore, an extra O(n2) component is
added to the running times for creating the data structures for G. Thus, all results
for H can be read from the results H and are therefore are omitted. We also restrict
the remaining part of the discussion to the graphs with results presented above.
4.2 Triangles
Comparing the running times of the three algorithms shown in Figure 3.4, we
see that hasTrianglePacked is a clear leader. It has lower memory management
overhead, since the packed adjacency matrix takes much less space than the regular
one.
The peak for the hasTriangle algorithm at m≈ 0.8n can be explained by the fact
that as the number of edges rises, it has to complete more multiplications of rows
in A. For this density level the probability of G having a triangle is only ∼50%, as
can be seen in Figure 3.6. Later on, as the density increases, existence of a triangle
becomes more and more probable and it will be found earlier. The hasTrianglePacked
algorithm has a similar peak, but it is less evident due to the scale.
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The hasTriangleCombinatorial starts out with a rather high running time, which
later aligns with the running time of hasTriangle. The reason it is slower for very
sparse graphs is that it iterates through all the vertices, while hasTriangle iterates
through all the edges of G.
Consider Figures 3.3 and 3.5. For sparse graphs the randomized algorithm
starts out with a very high running time compared to the other algorithms. When
the graph is triangle-free, we have to build 8 random subgraphs and compute the
squared adjacency matrix for each of them. This leads to high memory management
overhead. As the density grows and triangles start appearing in G, the randomized
algorithm requires fewer reduced subgraphs to detect a triangle. Another reason the
randomized algorithm is slower is that it has to compute complete matrix products,
unlike hasTriangle and hasTrianglePacked, which compute A2 iteratively and break
once they have found Au,v = 1 and (A2)u,v = 1. This breaking condition makes them
far more attractive in the general case.
In the case of complete bipartite graph with m= bn2/4c, the Figure 3.7 shows that
for large n the randomized algorithm is approaching hasTrianglePacked in running
time. Note that both axes are on a logarithmic scale. If we extrapolate from the
factor values shown in the graph, we can assume that the randomized algorithm
should surpass hasTrianglePacked for n> 105.
4.3 Diamonds
The results in section 3.4.3 show that for sparse graphs on 1500 and 2000 vertices
with δ(G)< 0.05 the deterministic algorithm outperforms the randomized one. For
very sparse graphs neighbourhoods are sparse and phase 1 runs quickly. Also,
nothing happens in phase 3 since H =;. For the rest of the density spectrum the
randomized algorithm has the upper hand. Its improvement factor increases with
density.
The major reason for the deterministic algorithm becoming slower is directly
visible in its asymptotical running time of O(m3/2+n3/w). The running time of the
deterministic algorithm is more sensitive to the increase in density since it contains
the a factor m3/2, while the running time of the randomized algorithm is only linear
in m. This reasoning explains the general trend.
For the deterministic algorithm there is a sharp increase in running time at
the point where the size of L, the set of low degree nodes, becomes small (see
Figure 3.11). If the diamond’s side vertex is not found in L, we calculate A2 for
phase 2. If we don’t find a diamond in phase two, A2 has been calculated with
little reward. Furthermore, as L decreases, H increases and G∗ approaches G, the
running time of phase 3 then approaches O(nm). These procedures combined explain
the sharp increase in running time, and the continued increase of the factor curve.
An optimization could be to avoid calculation the whole A2 matrix. Instead, we could
only compute the required elements of A2. This would probably remove the sharp
increase in the curve.
As can be seen in Figure 3.10, the confidence interval is tight until the sharp
increase in running time around δ(G)≈ 0.6, after which it diverges much more. This
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is likely due to the entry of phase 3 in the deterministic algorithm. The algorithm
becomes more erratic and may sometimes find a diamond early, with a lower running
time as the result. At other times it might not find it until the end of phase 3,
resulting in a much longer running time (recall that the neighbourhoods of vertices
in H are much larger that for those in L).
4.4 Claws
In Figure 3.15 the results from comparing the packed and the non-packed version
of the deterministic algorithm are shown. It can be seen that the packed version is
always faster. This was expected, but not certain, due to the fact that we do not pack
the adjacency matrix of the entire graph, but rather of the neighbourhoods of each
node. There seems to be no reason not to pack the neighbourhoods regardless of the
density for at least n< 2000. We believe that the factor will always remain above 1
but more testing for larger n might be needed to support that claim.
In Figure 3.16 we presented the results of comparing the deterministic and
randomized algorithms. These results present a trend where the relation between
the algorithms is linearly dependent on the density of the graph. At some point,
depending on n, the randomized algorithm becomes faster. The reason is likely the
fact that the deterministic algorithm is dependent on checking neighbourhoods for
triangles. As the density grows, the neighbourhoods grow, and the cost of generat-
ing the adjacency matrices and running hasTriangle grows, while the randomized
algorithm is independent of the density.
Concerning the correctness of the randomized algorithm, no plots were presented
but the results were very much like the results from paw detection discussed below
– with one dip at δ(G)≈ 0 and another at δ(G)≈ 1. The dips in success ratio were
somewhat deeper than with paws and bottomed out at around 80%.
4.5 Paws
Consider Figure 3.18. For up to n≈ 2000 there is an interval of δ(G) where the ran-
domized algorithm is faster than the deterministic algorithm for random graphs. The
results reveal the power of the deterministic algorithm based on the observation in
[Ola88]. Theorem 8 reduces the problem of finding paws to the problem of identifying
a complete multipartite graph and finding triangles. We find triangles in O(mn/w)
time and compared to e.g. claws this deterministic algorithm is asymptotically faster.
As the randomized algorithm runs in time O(n3/w) there is no pre-test favorite. As
Figure 3.18 reveals the deterministic algorithm is indeed the better one for n> 2000
and also for δ(G) above a certain density for smaller n. Except for the most sparse
graphs the randomized algorithm seems to have a small advantage for sparse graphs
in general. This is probably mainly due to implementation details and overhead.
The general trend is that as m grows, the deterministic algorithm gets the upper
hand.
It is hard to say anything about which algorithm is preferable in the case of
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n < 2000, since it is only in a limited span of δ(G) that the randomized algorithm
performs better and only about 1.4 times better. This difference can be explained by
implementation overhead. Another implementation might produce entirely different
results. The only certain thing is that the trend reveals that the deterministic
algorithm is preferable for denser graphs.
When considering the correctness of the randomized algorithm Figures 3.20
and 3.21 come into focus. The randomized algorithm never goes below ∼90% accuracy
for random graphs of different densities. There are two dips – one at δ(G) close to 0
and another at δ(G) close to 1. This is due to the apparent fact that seemingly all
graphs of densities other than these contain a high concentration of paws which are
always found. In Figures 3.22 and 3.23 we have plotted the differences that arise as
the number of random graphs is doubled. The results are as expected – the success
ratio increases and the running time where paws are not found also increases. The
question is whether these results say anything about the general success ratio for
real-world graphs. When the probabilities are examined it is revealed that the
number of random graphs should be around 60 to get a low probability of false
negatives. It is a time-accuracy trade-off that has to be tuned in specifically for every
application.
4.6 Problems encountered during ourwork
In this section we discuss two major problems we have encountered during our work
with this report.
4.6.1 Inconsistency in the literature
The equations from [KKM00] used in most of the Monte Carlo algorithms throughout
the report are presented in section 2.4. Note that equation 2.5 is our corrected version.
The original version from [KKM00] is presented below:
∑
{u,v}∈E
(
(AC)u,v
2
)
= (#.−)+3(#>−) (4.1)
Let G = (E,V ) be a graph, and let A be the adjacency matrix of G, and C be the
adjacency matrix of G. We note that for equations 2.1 and 2.2 we should only iterate
over the top triangle (or bottom triangle since A2 is symmetric) of A2, since we should
only visit each edge in E once. Equation 2.4 iterates only through vertices, and hence
we count only the diagonal of A3C. The product AC used in equations 2.3 and 2.5,
however, is not necessarily symmetric. This does not pose a problem for equation 2.3
since (AC)T = CT AT = CA and therefore (AC)u,v(CA)u,v = (AC)u,v(AC)v,u. Hence,
we visit both the top and the bottom triangles of AC.
In equation 2.5 we also iterate through both triangles of AC. However, if we
follow the original equation (4.1), where each edge should be visited once, we would
restrict the calculation by e.g. letting u < v and thus iterate through only the top
triangle of the matrix. This way we only count the claws and paws having u as
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their vertex of degree 3, but not v. Hence, we conclude that the both triangles of
AC should be iterated over in order to obtain 3(#>−)+ (#.−). The notation used in
[KKM00] and [WWWY15] does not allow for such an interpretation. The example
below shows how we would miss a claw by using equation 4.1 but find it should we
use equation 2.5.
Example 7. Let G = (V ,E) be the graph depicted in figure 4.1(a) below. Let G be
the complement of G.
1
2
4
3
(a) G
1
2
4
3
(b) G
Figure 4.1: The graph G and its complement G
Let A be the adjacency matrix for G, and C be the adjacency matrix for G
A =

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0
 , C =

0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0

The product AC becomes
AC =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
2 2 2 0

Using equation 4.1 we would search through only the upper right triangle of AC and
hence not find the claw. If we instead use equation 2.5 we would search through all
of AC and count the claw three times as marked below
A =

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0
 , AC =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
2 2 2 0

This inconsistency had a big negative impact on our work since it covertly affected
claw detection. The error hid inside the linear combination of sums and produced
false negatives, leading to an unexpected drop in success rate compared to that
of paw detection. Running time was also affected (due to the increased number
of random subgraphs needed to detect an induced claw). All benchmarks had to
be rerun, which affected our schedule. For paw detection it produced both false
negatives and false positives (due to modulo arithmetic over the equations).
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4.6.2 Problems with Java
Using the programming language Java presented us with a few problems. Bench-
marking has been difficult since the Java VM is erratic and performs garbage
collection at will. In almost every case we had to create means over around 1000
iterations to get reliable and statistically significant results. Even then, the running
times sometimes spiked due to some unexpected dynamic compilation, optimization
or garbage collection. When the virtual machine starts up, it sometimes is slow, due
to set up of heap, stack and other structures. This produces spikes in running time
in the very beginning of the benchmarks. We countered this effect by writing a small
warmUpVM function, which performs a lot of heavy computations for a couple of
seconds before the real benchmarking begins. An implementation in C or another
language that lets one control the allocation of memory and the testing environment
would certainly allow for easier and more rigorous benchmarking. There would be
less sources of error and much time would be saved in the long run. An implementa-
tion in C would also allow for more tuning and micro management of code, which in
many cases has great impact on running time [SS13].
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Conclusions
The main results are presented in section 1.2 and as discussed in the section above
the ambiguity of the results is natural. One thing is abundantly clear – there is
never any loss in packing the matrices when applicable. It significantly decreases
running time in every instance except for some small transient periods for very
sparse graphs in triangle detection, where the results are unclear. Packed matrices
are easy to implement, produce little or no overhead, reduce the space requirements
of the computations and let us utilize word parallelism, which often improves the
running times of the algorithms by a factor ∼w.
It has been hard to make conclusions as to what algorithmic approach is better
in the general case. Most algorithms have strengths and weaknesses that depend on
the size of the graph, the density and other factors such as probabilistic stopping
conditions. For some subgraphs the results are easier to interpret than for others.
For dense graphs the randomized algorithm for claw detection is always faster than
the deterministic. This is also true for diamonds. For triangles the deterministic
algorithm is faster for all densities. For paws, the results for sparse graphs can
easily be explained by implementation overhead and conclusions are hard to draw.
An implementation in C or another language that lets the programmer control
the computer environment more thoroughly would make benchmarking easier. Fur-
thermore, one could then exploit architectures with larger word sizes, e.g. 64 or 128
bits.
In this thesis we have covered almost all subgraphs on up to four vertices. C4
and K4 have not been covered due to reasons explained in section 3. Detection of
these graphs has been covered to some extent in previous work, but we call for a
deeper practical analysis in future work. In the future we also hope for an in-depth
analysis of interesting subgraphs of size 5. The number of possible graphs grow
exponentially in the size of the graph but some might be of more importance than
others. Lastly we call for an in-depth analysis of the asymptotical running time for
the specialized version of Strassen’s algorithm presented by us in section 2.3.4.
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Att hitta och undersöka mönster i nätverk har stora användningsområden inom 
biologi, beteendevetenskap och smart marknadsföring. Vissa sätt att göra detta 
är snabbare än andra och kan leda till förbättringar inom ovanstående områden.
Introduktion
Anta att Emil har tre kompisar: Albin, Ida och Lina, 
som inte känner varandra. På bilden nedan kan ni se 
personerna som små cirklar och deras vänskaper som 
streck mellan cirklarna.
Detta sätt att representera samband kallas en graf. En 
graf är ett väldigt generellt och mycket praktiskt sätt att 
representera data. Den består av noder och kopplingar 
(som kallas kanter) mellan dem. I många sammanhang 
kan man strukturera upp information genom att re-
presentera den som en graf. Ett exempel kan vara en 
karta, där varje stad är en nod och vägarna mellan dem 
är kanter. Internet kan också ses som en graf, där varje 
webbsida är en nod. Om en webbsida innehåller en länk 
till en annan webbsida, så finns det en kant mellan dem. 
Tillämpningar
Grafer som på bilden ovan kallas sociala nätverk och 
studeras inom antropologi och beteendevetenskap. Till 
exempel, om Albin, Ida och Lina har oberoende av var-
andra börjat köpa ekologisk mjölk, så är Emil mycket 
benägen att också göra det. Sådana trender kan utnyttjas 
inom smart marknadsföring. Detta är företag såsom Fa-
cebook mycket intresserade av. 
 Inom biologi och medicin är det viktigt att veta hur 
proteiner i kroppen samverkar, för att förstå hur vi ska 
kunna vårda sjuka människor och utveckla bättre medi-
ciner. Ett sätt att skapa sig en bild av hur proteiner fung-
erar ihop är just att göra grafer av dem. Varje protein 
blir en nod i nätverket och varje kant motsvarar att de 
två sammanknutna proteinerna interagerar på något vis. 
Även här är det av intresse att upptäcka olika mönster i 
det stora nätverk som proteinernas interagerande bygger 
upp. På så vis kan man förutspå till exempel biverkningar.
Resultat
I vårt arbete har vi studerat olika algoritmer för att avgö-
ra om en graf innehåller ett specifikt mönster (subgraf ) 
och undersökt vilka av dem som är snabbast. De subgra-
fer som vi har betraktat består av upp till 4 noder. Totalt 
finns det 18 sådana subgrafer, vilka visas i figuren nedan.
Generellt sett har vi jämfört två sorters algoritmer: de-
terministiska och Monte Carlo-algoritmer. Determinis-
tiska algoritmer ger ett garanterat korrekt resultat med-
an Monte Carlo-algoritmerna get ett korrekt resultat 
med en viss sannolikhet. Ju fler gånger man kör dem, 
desto säkrare blir resultatet. I många fall visar det sig att 
Monte Carlo-algoritmerna är snabbare.
 Dessutom har vi undersökt en teknik som kallas ord-
parallelism. Den gör att man exempelvis kan multiplice-
ra matriser mycket snabbare än vanligt. Eftersom grafer 
kan även representeras som matriser, är denna teknik 
högst tillämplig. Detta beskriver vi noggrant i rappor-
ten. Framöver hoppas vi att någon vidareutvecklar vårt 
arbete och tar det till nästa nivå, för att öka förståelsen 
för hur nätverk fungerar.
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